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P. BRULOT

Dear parents and community members,
We are very pleased to highlight the contribution of the Sahtú Divisional Education Council in our first
edition of Voices of the North for the school year 2019-2020.
• Hats off to Mackenzie Mountain School in Norman Wells for celebrating Orange Shirt Day!
• Kudos to Joshua Moyo, a junior high student from Chief Albert Wright School in Tulita, for sending a
great article!
The purpose of our newspaper is to celebrate this beautiful land and the Indigenous cultures that
surround us. We hope more schools will participate and share their successes stories.
Enjoy the reading,

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Charles Tetcho School
Charles Yohin School
Chief Albert Wright School
Deh Gáh School
Echo Dene School
Kakisa Lake School
Łíídlı˛ı˛ Kú˛˛é Elementary School
Łíídlı˛ı˛ Kú˛˛é Regional High School
Louie Norwegian School
Mackenzie Mountain School

P. Brulot,
Superintendent, DDEC
Voices of the North Project Manager

School Attendance: Why Should We Care?
Research shows a very strong link between students showing up for school and their
success in school, and in life. The best choice a student can make for their future is to
show up to school every day.
This article is made of excerpts of a blog from the Superior North Catholic District School Board in Ontario. We thank
their Director of Education, Ms. Maria Vasanelli, for allowing us to use the content of their research.
(P. Brulot, Superintendent, DDEC)

School Absenteeism Rates Can Predict Dropout Rates
Students with high absenteeism in grade 9 were much more likely to drop out and less
likely to graduate.
– Study of Absenteeism in the Toronto Board of Education, 1850-1997 by Robert S. Brown.

There is a Direct Relationship Between Improved School
Attendance and Significant Academic Gains
In general, the higher the absenteeism rates for students the lower the students perform
at school and in life.
– Low Performing Students: Why They Fail and How to Help Them Succeed, 2016.

WHY

SHOULD
WE CARE?

Chronic absenteeism has a negative impact on the development of social-emotional
skills, which are vital for students to develop the required persistence to learn. Students
who miss school for four or more weeks during a school year are affected the most,
according to research on Chronic Absenteeism by Michael Gottfried.

What Can Parents Do?
Parents can improve school attendance rates by helping their children arrive at school
on time every day, following school timetables, locating sources of school anxiety
that may make their children want to skip school, and planning ahead to minimize
absences.
Getting involved in a child’s entire schooling experience is a great way to boost school
attendance.

Why is School Attendance Important From an Early Age?
Early absenteeism (in preschool and kindergarten) has a significant effect on a child’s
ability to learn/master reading.
According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (which
Canada is a part of ), on average, low performers tend to have greater truancy, and less
perseverance, motivation and self-confidence in mathematics than better performing
students
– Low Performing Students: Why They Fail and How to Help Them Succeed, OECD, 2016.
Consequences for low-performing students, according to Low-Performing Students –
Why They Fall Behind and How to Help Them Succeed Slideshare:
• Risk of dropping out of school: lower educational attainment.
• Low-skills tend to be persistent over time, from age 15 into early adulthood.
• Limited access to better paying and more rewarding jobs.
• Poorer health and less political participation.
Numerous studies have linked early absenteeism to poor language and reading mastery
by the end of grade 3, with effects beginning in preschool.
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Mackenzie Mountain School
BY PRINCIPAL MICHAEL DUCLOS, NORMAN WELLS

On behalf of the entire staff at Mackenzie Mountain School and the Norman
Wells Land Corporation, we would like to say mahsi cho to all the volunteers
who helped make our Orange Shirt Day a huge success!
This is a tough day for many and it’s difficult to talk about the experiences too
many people had in residential schools, but our afternoon of celebrating and
learning about the culture and language of the Dene people of the Sahtú was so
very meaningful.
A special thank you to Dora Grandjambe, Edward Oudzi, Sherry Hodgson,
Loretta Wiley, Lisa Duncan, Delanie McDonald, Georgie McKay, Ruby
McDonald, Lynda Lennie, April Manuel, Brent Duncan, Tegan Sutherland,
Kaden Lennie, and Jaiden Stevens for all the extra help in running stations and
ensuring that the entire afternoon ran super smoothly!
Also, thank you to the staff and students for your engagement and hard work!
If I forgot anyone, I’m sorry. You are all beauties!
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Chief Albert Wright School
BY JOSHUA MOYO, TULITA

Chief Albert Wright School’s grade
7/8/9 class has banded together
to reach a goal. Really, it’s a class
project to develop real-life skills
such as public speaking, leadership,
ownership, mental math, team
work, cooking, letter writing and
perseverance. These are important
skills that will help each student in
future situations, but will also help
them meet the end goal of travelling
to Yellowknife in late October for
the Spike It Volleyball Tournament.
Besides the tournament, as a class,
students are planning to take some
tours such as the Prince of Wales
Northern Heritage Centre, the
Legislative Assembly and the Stanton
Territorial Hospital. Already, staff
at Chief Albert Wright School are
noticing growth in every student

participating; the overall attendance
has increased and students are taking
ownership of their work.
As readers, you may know that Tulita,
NT, is located at the confluence of
the Bear and Mackenzie rivers. To
reach the community during the
fall you must travel by either boat
or plane as there is yet to be an allseason Mackenzie Valley Highway
connecting Tulita to the south part
of the territory. This has meant in
past years that the average travel cost
for CAWS’ sports teams by plane is
$30,000.00. To reach this year’s goal of
combining a trip with two purposes –
education and sports – the amount
needed to be raised could be as
high as $45,000.00 (the class has 23
people). CAWS’ junior high students,

therefore, have been working together
to fundraise. The first fundraiser was
a recently hosted, very successful
Flea Market at Chief Albert Wright
School. This required students to set
up tables, make pizza and cinnamon
buns, work with cash and the public,
donate items and help with the
cleanup. Looking around the gym,
there was evidence that the fundraiser
was not just a class project, but the
whole community working together.
Of course, CAWS student-athletes
also want to be competitive at Spike
It and so, in addition to the real-life
skills that they are developing, they
are also practicing. A lot of students
are starting to show up and make a
commitment to volleyball. If you were
to sit down and watch a practice you

can really see how close the team has
become. Everyone is helping each
other and everyone is improving
in their skills. These practices are
helping the students to reach their
goal and it’s been an obvious,
fantastic, fun time while they are
doing it!
Personally, I have been living in Tulita
for several years and have learned
a lot about the Dene culture. I have
come to realize that athleticism and
community support are part of the
culture. Tournaments bring everyone
together. Even if people are just
coming to watch, they are happy being
part of our teams, even as spectators. I
believe that this class project will bring
together the whole community, not
just the grade 7/8/9 class.

A Taste of Heaven
When beauty and harmony come together at the right time and in the right
place, you get serendipity.

Photo by Elissa Garrett in Jean Marie River
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Is there anything more beautiful than a sunrise on the mighty Mackenzie?

Photo by P. Brulot

AUTISM AWARENESS

Words from a Northern Classroom
BY DIANA GEORGE

living in the north, which is why it
is so important to take advantage of
every opportunity to clarify and bring
awareness.
I have only been teaching in the
north for ten years, and during
my presentation, I wanted to
communicate how much of a
privilege it has been to be a part of
the culture, traditions and values
that have been present in each
community I have worked in. When
you leave home to find work, you
don’t expect to find a second home,
but that is often the case when you
move to the small communities in the
north. You will often find a second
home, a second family and a part of
your life that will change your entire
perspective.

My name is Diana George and I am
a Program Support Teacher at Łíídlı˛˛ı
Kú˛é˛ Regional High School in Fort
Simpson.
On September 25, 2019, I was given
the amazing opportunity of speaking
at the Access Counts conference
in Toronto, Ontario. Access Counts
is an educational conference put
on by SAAAC, a non-profit Autism
awareness organization. The
conference was held at the BMO
Institute for Learning and provided
an environment for frontline workers
and industry-leading speakers
to share creative initiatives and
strategies to support inclusive
education within communities
that have been impacted by Autism
and other neuro-developmental
disorders. I felt very grateful to be a

part of this initiative and be able to
share my experiences of teaching in
northern Canada.
Many members of my audience were
unaware of what education looks
like in the north and were surprised
to learn how limited we can be in
access to health and education
services, especially for our smaller
communities. Some were surprised
to learn that, in 2019, we still have
challenges and barriers when it
comes to services like internet
connections and access to public
libraries. At the same time, many
were also surprised to learn about
the culture-based education and
amazing opportunities available to
learn from the land and knowledge
keepers of our community. There
are too many misconceptions about

As a Program Support Teacher, my job
is to support inclusive education in
the northern classroom. This can look
very different in communities that are
remote, isolated and do not have easy
access to services and resources like
early intervention, early diagnosis,
psycho-educational assessments,
etc. During my talk, it was important
to communicate that when frontline
workers in the north are faced with
so many closed doors, they have
become very creative at finding
open windows. In every community
I have worked in, there have always
been determined individuals, local
organizations and community youth
groups that create new programs,
implement initiatives and create
resources that we would never see
otherwise. It can truly be an inspiring
environment to work in.

come across with my own teaching
practices. As a Program Support
Teacher, I have learned that inclusive
education is not what I had thought
it was.
“When we decipher the behaviours
in front of us and recognize the needs
behind them so we can best support
our students; that is the foundation of
inclusive education.”
So, what does that mean? It means
that we look at the behaviours of
our students as a need for support
instead of a need for discipline. It also
means that we talk to our kids about
respecting everyone’s neurological
differences. We build a communitybased learning environment where
students feel comfortable identifying
the stressors that are stopping
them from learning. We teach our
students to understand terminology
like “sensory overload”, so that they
can better communicate to us what
they are feeling. We teach our kids
to identify self-regulation tools and
advocate for themselves. And we
teach this to all our students so that
the kids who need the most support
are not always looking to the adults
in the room to give it to them. When
we build that sense of community in
our classrooms, we build security and
security is what allows growth within
our students. So, we continue to learn
from our students and we constantly
keep looking for more open windows
to support their success.

My presentation ended with looking
at some of the open windows I have
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AURORA COLLEGE

Amazing Opportunities at Our Doorstep

No need to go south to Alberta or BC to access the best
trades programs. It’s all here at home, in the NWT.
Do our students know they can
access top notch training and
equipment to become carpenters
or electricians?
How many of our high school
kids know they can learn to drive
mining trucks with a state-ofthe-art simulator and get a job in
mining?
How many students learn to build
a house from the top down and see
how everything comes together
(the carpentry, the plumbing, the
electrical)?
How about heavy mechanics and
pipe fitting?
What about training as a bush pilot who can fly throughout the north?
All these opportunities and more are available at the Aurora College in
Fort Smith.
Aurora College has the best equipment and a core of very dedicated staff. No
need for our students to spend a fortune somewhere else when it is all there
for us. Fort Smith has come together as a community and it welcomes students
from across the land. They can take advantage of rebates at the recreation
centre or get support in many other ways.
The best approach to encourage our students to consider these opportunities is
to introduce them to the world of trades. The Trades Awareness Program (TAP)
is the best exposure our junior high and high school students can have.
6 |
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August 2019 Staff Orientation in the Dehcho
BY P. BRULOT, SUPERINTENDENT

We were very pleased to welcome the staff back
to work after a well-deserved summer break.
This year, we put a huge emphasis on the Dene
culture and we highlighted the importance to be
proactive. We all have a role to play to make sure that
Dene children feel welcome and empowered in our
schools.
We were very honoured to welcome
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian for
our opening. Her presence allowed
us to highlight the very close working
relationship that our central office
is developing with the Grand Chief
and her team. The establishment of
an Education Leadership Committee
by the Nation will allow us to better
communicate with one another,
rebuild trust and work together to
build a better system for all Dehcho
students.
We also had the pleasure of having
Chief Gerry Antoine of the Łíídlı˛ı˛ Kú˛é˛
First Nation. He welcomed our staff
with a prayer and some drumming.
On the last day of our conference,
we welcomed Angela James, the
Director of Indigenous Languages
and Education Secretariat. She came
along with Ms. Diane Lafferty,
Ms. Judy Whitford and Ms. Gayle
Strikes With A Gun. They presented
an overview of the Indigenous
Language Handbook and helped
us with the blanket exercise. This

Quality Workshops

“blanket exercise” is a wonderful
(although difficult) exposure to the
sufferings of Indigenous people since
the beginning of colonization. A real
eye-opener for people who are not
familiar with these issues.
Our three-day conferences covered
other themes as well and we focused
on a series of valuable workshops
and/or presentations:
• Indigenous language
• Inclusive schooling
• Literacy (guided reading)
• Planning and instruction
• Supporting the brain
• Self-regulation
• Non-violent crisis intervention
(training for support assistants)
It was a huge success thanks to our
guests and our guest speakers.
We take this opportunity to thank
our staff for their patience and
dedication. The Dehcho is going
through some profound changes
and our staff plays a critical role in
our success.

Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian

Chief Gerry Antoine of the Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ First Nation

Ms. Nancy Noseworthy, Regional Inclusive
Schooling Coordinator
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Mr. Patrick Phillips, Assistant Superintendent

DEHCHO

A Great Place for Students to Spend the Summer
The following excerpt is taken from an interview with Janie Hobart, Director of the Trades Awareness Program
(TAP) at Aurora College, Fort Smith Campus, on September 20, 2019.
Q: What is your background
and how long have you been a
part of TAP?

the highlight of their trip. Students in
the cooking classes provided food for
us all week.

Janie: I am a university graduate
with an education degree. I taught
school for five years in Tuk. I have
done many things, including working
for the RCMP. I was also the mayor
of Fort Smith. South Slave (Aurora
College) offered me the position of
Trades Coordinator in 2013.

We had sponsors like the NWT and
Nunavut Construction agencies. Polar
Eggs was another sponsor. Workers’
Safety and Compensation Committee
(WSCC) came on board. They have
a worker safety program that we will
make available to students during the
September program. These are things
students should know even if they do
not go into the trades.

Q: How did the summer TAP
go with the students from
DDEC?
Janie: It was amazing. It came
together very quickly. Because it was
a longer program this time, we could
offer educational opportunities like
learner (driver) permits and basic
first aid training. We had wonderful
weather throughout the week, so we
could be outside much of the time.
We could offer some fun activities
in the evening because it was light
longer. We played ultimate frisbee
in the evenings. We pretty much had
the campus to ourselves. We took a
town tour. We took them swimming
at the recreation centre. Students
took a swim to survive course so
that if they fall out of a boat they can
save themselves. We took students
paintballing and, for some, this was

Q: Why do you think TAP is so
beneficial to students?
Janie: I think it provides them with
an opportunity to see different career
options. Sometimes, students are
so programmed to think, “You have
to go to university.” We have to do
some myth busting… There are many
viable careers in the trades. Some
of the smartest people I know are
tradespeople. Think about how much
chemistry a cook has to know.
I’m a university streamed person.
Before getting this position, I
did not understand the rigor of
apprenticeship programs. The
apprenticeship program includes
1,500 hours plus two months of
classroom study. Apprentices do this

four separate times so that by the
time they are a journeyperson they
have over 6,000 hours of experience.
The exams written by students here
are the exact same exams written by
students all over the country.

Q: What is your favourite part
of TAP?
Janie: My favourite part is the
students. It keeps me young. It makes
you take a step back and look at the
work I am doing through the eyes of
the students.
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The Indigo Literacy
Fund Grant
Kuddos to Principal Fradley for getting a $5,000.00 grant for the Charles Tetcho
School library. DDEC will match the funds for a grand total of $10,000.00. We
look forward to seeing our students read the books.
A big thank you to Indigo for supporting our children.
As we can see, the students celebrated the good news with some treats.

DEHCHO DIVISIONAL EDUCATION
COUNCIL POLICY STATEMENTS
Policy Type:
COUNCIL OPERATIONS
Policy Number: 2.11
Policy Name:
SCHOLARSHIPS

The Dehcho Divisional Education Council (Council) establishes and
maintains a scholarship fund in the amount of $5,000 to support students
from the Dehcho who pursue further education.
1. There are five (5) individual scholarships of $1,000 each that may be
awarded each year to students.
2. The Council promotes education through awarding scholarships to
students who meet the follmving criteria:
• The applicant has graduated from grade twelve, or enters a post
secondary program where grade 12 graduation is not required.
• The applicant must apply within five years of graduation or within
five years of completing his/her secondary program.
• Written support for the applicant from the District Education
Authority (DEA) and another reference letter from an individual, or
organization with knowledge of the applicant.
• The applicant has not received a previous scholarship from the
Council.
• The applicant submits a proposal to explain how the scholarship will
be used to promote educational objectives.
• The applicant provides proof of registration at a post secondary
institution.
• The applicant provides a copy of the most recent secondary school
transcript.
3. The Council will consider such things as program selection, academic
standing, attendance, citizenship, and involvement in school and
community activities in making a decision .
4. Applications will be considered at Council meetings, until all
scholarships are awarded.
5. The respective District Education Authority will be notified in addition
to successful applicants.

December 2017

Cultural Orientation for Deh Gáh and Kakisa
Cultural orientation took place for
Deh Gáh and Kakisa at the Winter
Crossing, Fort Providence.
The staff of Kakisa School, Mr. Doyle
Manuel and Mrs. Carolyn Manuel,
joined the staff of Deh Gáh School
and partook in a cultural orientation
during August 29 and 30 for the
2019-2020 school year. Indigenous
Elders, Mrs. Harriett Geddes and
Mrs. Margaret Vandell, led the group
in prayer, a smudging ceremony, the
relaying of stories as well as a fire
feeding ceremony on each day.
During this two-day event, traditional
foods were prepared and fish were
filleted by local landsmen. The
two-day cultural orientation ended
with a canoe trip for the participants
from Deh Gáh Bridge to the Fort
Providence dock. The orientation
participants definitely demonstrated
not being “up the river – without their
paddle”.
A good time was had by all
participants.
10
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Culture Camp September 2019
BY ALL STUDENTS AND TEACHER FROM ECHO DENE SCHOOL IN FORT LIARD

Lessons learned included making
fire with firewood in a safe and
secure way. We used the fire to cook
bannock, prepare soup and also
to boil water in the bush. Among
the lessons learned was birch bark
canoe making from one of the
Elders. During this lesson, the Elder
emphasized on the safe use of the
needle. We cut out the canoe using a
pattern. We were taught the proper
way to talk to Elders. Additionally,
we learned how to clean porcupines
and pick quills for making earrings
and key chains. Also, we used birch
bark for making baskets and prepared
dry meat using moose meat, which
was donated by the community of
Fort Liard. Culture Camp September
2019 became another of the many
successful culture camps offered by
our school.
– Dr. Francis Amprako,
Grades 1-3 Teacher
On September 18, my class went to
Muskeg. We spent the whole day
there. I made dry meat and skinned a
moose head. We had free time and we
cooked marshmallows, hot dogs and
bannock on a stick. I scraped birch
bark and looked at the river. They
were doing beading and making birch
bark baskets. Cultures was fun and
can’t wait to go next time.
– Hunter Bertrand-Deneron, Grade 7
On September 18, my whole class
went to Muskeg. We did beading and
watched a guy skin a moose head
and then we had free time and played
predator and we stayed there all day.
It was hard to do beading at first, but
after it got easier than I expected.
I made a beaded bracelet. I think
beading is relaxing.
– Corbin Wilson, Grade 7
On September 18, my class went to
Muskeg. We spent the whole day
there. We made lots of things like
beading and bannock on a stick and
dry meat and cleaned birch bark
and made hot dogs. We played tag
and looked at the river and had hot
chocolate. We also made birch bark
cups. I like going to culture camp
because I like to be in the bush. I like
to be out in the bush with my family.
– Zackery Berreault, Grade 7
We went to culture camp on
September 18. I made dry meat and
bannock. It was delicious! We played
predator and made birch bark bowls.
At culture camp, it was awesome!
I really liked it! There’s going to be
another culture camp in the fall. I like
going to culture camp because I can
learn my culture. I liked being outside
and having a break from school.
– Jake Vital, Grade 7
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Łíídlı˛ı˛ Kú˛˛é Elementary School (LKES)
Prepares to Open New Sensory Room
LKES received funding support
from Jordan’s Principle to purchase
materials for a sensory room for their
school. A sensory room is a space
with a variety of equipment that
provides students with personalized
sensory input. It helps these students
calm and/or awaken and focus
themselves so they can be better
prepared for learning and interacting
with others. The sensory room is
considered a tool for learning and is
open to all students who may need
the space.
In order to provide school staff with
the training to support the effective
use of the sensory room with
students, Terri Duncan and Ashley

Ortynsky, from Children’s Autism
Services in Edmonton, visited the
school from September 25 to 27. They
worked with school staff to introduce
the sensory space, explain its use,
discuss potential concerns and
answer questions. The training was
well-received and the sensory space
is now available for use.

This project would not have been
possible without the financial support
from Jordan’s Principle, and also
support from parents and school
staff, who spent hours setting up the
space and ensuring that it functioned
properly.

It is important to note that this is not
a space specifically for students with
Autism. All students have days where
they may need a calming space to
refocus and get ready to learn. This
space will be a universal strategy
for all students at the school now
that staff know how to use the space
effectively.

Thank You to the Fort Simpson DEA
We are all very grateful to the Fort
Simpson DEA for offering a nice
bouquet of flowers to each staff
member at the end of the 20182019 school year.
We need our parents and our DEAs
to support the work that we do in
our schools.
So, let us tell you that this gesture
of appreciation was much
appreciated.
Mahsi Cho!

Louie Norwegian School Culture Camp
Staff and students at Louie
Norwegian School in Jean Marie
River had a great trip to their
culture camp on October 2 and 3.
They participated in making dry
meat, fishing, setting rabbit snares,
and enjoyed lots of traditional
food and other snacks around the
campfire.
Community members joined in
and spent time with the students,
sharing stories and knowledge of
the land. Everyone was happy and
relaxed, enjoying the slow pace
and beautiful scenery of the camp.
“All the kids liked going fishing.
One time I caught a fish by the eye.”
– Martin Antoine, Grade 6
“I liked building a tree house for all
the kids.”
– Zayden Krauss, Grade 7
“I enjoyed hunting and learning
about stuff.”
– Margaret Ireland, Grade 5

12
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Fall Fun at Louie Norwegian School
BY STAFF AND STUDENTS OF LNS

Staff and students at Louie Norwegian
School have been getting outside
to celebrate the region’s short, but
sweet, fall season. Activities have
included putting up the school’s
McPherson tent for cultural
programming, picking berries,
creating nature crafts using leaves
and twigs, and a fall scavenger hunt.
The scavenger hunt was especially
popular with all the students. Using
visual prompts on the lists allowed
students with complex needs to fully
participate in the activity and feel
proud that they found everything on
their lists.
The students help recall some of the
highlights of our fall adventures:
Ideza Clille poses with her collection of fall leaves.

• On September 15, Louie
Norwegian School went berry
picking in the bush. It was
awesome! We picked mostly low
bush and high bush cranberries.
One of the students even picked
fireweed. Some of the kids took
time to play on some big hills. It
was a lot of fun.
• Last Friday, our Principal arranged
a scavenger hunt for us to go
outside and look for many things.
On the list were pine cones, red
leaves, yellow leaves, berries, some
twigs, flowers, something that
made us smile, and something that
was our favourite colour. At the
end of the day there were cookies
and hot chocolate and students
received small prizes.

Students helping to set up the poles for the McPherson tent.

The children gather to show off their berries and take a picture.

Martin Antoine and Zayden Kraus take a break from picking berries to pose for a quick picture.

Margaret Ireland proudly shows off her scavenger hunt finds.

Gundea Clille shows off a red leaf as he completes the scavenger hunt.
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Welcome Back
to School/
Open House
Kakisa Lake School held its
“Welcome Back to School/Open
House” for the community on
September 3, 2019. Community
members came to visit the school
and welcome us back. Twentyseven people stayed at school for
lunch. There was lots of laughter
and good wishes. It seemed
everyone enjoyed the event.

Camp Nahe Nahodhe Ko K’eh
Kakisa Lake School, with financial support from MACA, sponsored Camp Nahe
Nahodhe Ko K’eh on May 27 to 31, 2019, at Kakisa Lake. Students of Louie
Norwegian School and Kakisa Lake School participated in the camp, as well as
most of the residents of Kakisa Lake. The students had a full week of cultural
experiences. The Elders and knowledge keepers of Kakisa Lake helped with the
camp and helped the students learn survival skills, make dry fish, bird picking
and cleaning, Dene Zhatie language and traditions, moccasin making and
sewing projects. The students also learned to knit fish nets, knot tying, camp
safety and responsibility. One of the highlights for students and some adults
was the ‘Teddy Bear Tent’. The students brought their teddy bears and learned
from the visiting ‘doctor’ about health care and what doctors do.
One of the many wonderful outcomes of the experience is that the camp
brought students, teachers, Elders and community members together to have
fun, share and learn from each other. It was a great experience for everyone
involved.

14
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New School Year Beginnings at Charles Yohin School
BY STEVE MACFADYEN

The new school year at Charles Yohin School began with great excitement as
community members gathered at our special opening ceremony. An official
ribbon cutting for the brand-new playground was followed by a traditional
blessing of the new school year and an open house lunch at Charles Yohin
School.
Community members and students are also shown engaged in the new After
School Traditional Arts and Crafts programming.

Elders-in-Schools programming has begun with the sharing of stories and skills
by Elders during unique cultural learning opportunities.
Students are presented with certificates at their first school assembly. These
awards acknowledge respectful leadership behaviour and the modelling of
Dene Laws by students at school and community gatherings.
Nahanni Butte: Thanks to our Elders for sharing the knowledge!
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DEHCHO

Winter Eco-Hydrology Field Camp

The Scotty Creek Research Station,
in collaboration with the Dehcho
Divisional Education Council and
local communities, will host an
outdoor environmental education
camp for high school students in the
Dehcho region.
The course runs from February 23 to
29, 2020, at the Scotty Creek Research
Station (www.scottycreek.com) near
Fort Simpson, NWT.
Participants will learn about winter
ecology, hydrology and water
resources, including precipitation,
snow accumulation, plant physiology,
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plant-snow interactions, over-winter
water redistribution in soils and
snow, and how all of these processes
are changing with climate warming
and human disturbance.
The camp will be led by
environmental educators, including
scientists and Dehcho Elders, and
each topic will be considered through
complementary perspectives of
Indigenous knowledge and western
science.
Students will also learn about
decision-making and water resource
management using real-life examples.
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DEHCHO
What will you learn and
experience?
• Traditional knowledge and
skills,
• Different ways of knowing and
perspectives about the land,
• Environmental sampling,
monitoring and research
methods through hands-on
experience,
• Working closely with research
scientists and community
Elders,
• Field research techniques in
water resources, hydrology,
ecology, climatology, and
• Permafrost and permafrost
thaw.
There will also be opportunities for
recreation, including snowshoeing,
photography, story-telling and
games.

Who can participate?
If you are a high school student
in the Dehcho with an interest in
environmental science, you are
encouraged to apply.
How do you apply?
To apply, please send the
following by email to Bill Quinton
(wquinton@wlu.ca).
• A brief (half-page) statement
explaining why you are
interested in this course, and
• An expression of support from
your school liaison or band
office.
More information:
For more information on this
field camp, please contact
Bill Quinton at 519-884-0710
ext. 3281 (wquinton@wlu.ca).
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HARASSMENT AND DISRESPECT
They say it takes a whole community to raise
a child. We could also say that it takes a
whole community to create respectful and
harassment-free school communities.
What is harassment, what is disrespect? Are these real issues in our
schools? How do we tackle these issues?
The following excerpts are taken from a document called “Promising Practices
for Respectful and Harassment Free School Communities”. This document was
created thanks to the cooperation of the NWTTA, NWTSA and ECE. (P. Brulot,
Superintendent)

Introduction
Together, members of the school community share the responsibility of
creating and maintaining a positive learning environment to ensure the highest
level of success for all students. Conflicts and disagreements can and do exist
within the school community and sometimes expand beyond the boundary of
the school facilities through the use of media; however, it is hoped that when
they occur, they are resolved quickly in a manner that respects all parties, and
that contributes to a healthy and productive school.
Members of the school community include students, teachers, principals,
school staff, parents and families, Elders, education leaders, community
leaders, volunteers, and community members.

Is it Harassment or is it Disrespect?
Regardless, these behaviours ARE NOT
acceptable.
Harassment: Unwanted conduct that can be reasonably considered to have
the purpose or effect of violating an individual’s dignity and can reasonably be
considered to result in creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating
or offensive environment for that individual.
Harassment is an ongoing course of mean-spirited treatment which is
known to be, or would be expected to be, unwelcome by a person or
group. Harassment can include behaviours such as bullying, intimidation,
humiliation, offensive jokes, and racial slurs or comments. It can also be
unwanted physical contact from patting to pinching or punching, as well as
showing sexually explicit images.
Repeated actions are generally considered to be actions that have occurred
more than once, continue to happen despite requests to them stop and have a
negative impact upon those who are the target of the actions.
Harassment can include, but is not limited to:
• Following someone for the purposes of intimidation;
• Threatening violence against someone;
• Being repeatedly verbally abusive, swearing, degrading, or insulting an
individual or group;
• Repeatedly humiliating or embarrassing someone;
• Refusing to modify behaviour if it is known to be unwelcome;
• Refusing to talk to or interact with someone;
• Non-consensual physical contact; or
• Posting threatening or insulting messages on social media, in text messages,
or by email.
Disrespect: To lack special regard or respect for a person or people. To show
or express disrespect or contempt for, or low regard or esteem for someone or
something, including rudeness or a lack of courtesy.
Disrespectful behaviour can include, but is not limited to:
• Verbal attacks that are personal, irrelevant or beyond the bounds of fair
conduct and are used to intimidate, humiliate, undermine, offend, hurt or
belittle a person;
• Refusing to cooperate or work with others;
• Conduct, comments or actions that when taken in isolation seem minor but
when repeated can lead to a conclusion of harassment;
• Spreading malicious rumours or intentionally conveying false information
about another person;
• Breach of confidentiality of another person;
• Non‐constructive feedback addressed in such a way as to intimidate,
undermine confidence or imply incompetence;
• Regular use of profanity and abusive language even if not directed to
someone else; or
• Any comments, actions, gestures or conduct that is humiliating, offensive,
hurtful, rude or belittling.
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Promising Practices
Twelve (12) Promising Practices have been identi�ied for addressing harassment, resolving con�lict, and
developing and maintaining healthy relationships between members of the school community. It is
always better to be as proactive as possible when dealing with dif�icult situations and dif�icult people. As
each situation is unique and presents its own challenges to �inding an effective resolution, it is dif�icult to
prescribe common protocols; however, here are some promising practices that may be useful in defusing
tense situations as well as providing constructive ideas to strengthen relationships. School staff should
not be limited to the list below when seeking to implement relational approaches within their school
communities.
Use Positive
Communications

Model Respectful
Behaviours

Resolve Con�lict and
Prevent Harassment

Build and Maintain
Healthy Relationships

Be Respectful

Be Calm

Seek Understanding

Build Trust

Be Open

Speak Low

Own It

Reach Out

Show Empathy

Establish Authority

Ask for Help

Welcome the
Commnunity

Use Positive Communications
1. Be Respectful
No one likes to be treated as if they are incapable or incompetent. Treating all members of the school
community with respect will help to keep communications positive. Refraining from responding to
comments or inappropriate behaviours, be it in person, through correspondence or online, is a way to
remain respectful and professional and can go a long way to ending the con�lict or harassment. The ability
to ‘let it go’ can send the message that a person does not need to defend themselves and that they will not
jeopardize their professionalism by reacting inappropriately.

2. Be Open.
Let the person know the intentions behind what happened; sometimes, people are resistant or
confrontational because they feel the other person is just being dif�icult with them. Letting them in on the
reason behind certain actions and the full background of what is happening can help them to empathize
with the situation. Using ‘I’ statements, rather than ‘you’ statements further reduces the chance that a
person hears blame being assigned, and listening more than speaking will help ensure the nature of the
issue is understood.

3. Show Empathy.

The words, “I am so sorry that happened” are highly effective and convey a great deal. First, it shows that
the person listened to what was said and was concerned about everyone’s well-being. In addition to
acknowledging what happened, the person is providing an opportunity to establish a rapport with the
other party. Sometimes, the person just wants a shoulder to cry on and other times they would like a
remedy. Either way, showing empathy puts a priority on the situation. Simply apologizing that the
situation occurred, can calm an irate person down and provide an opportunity to have a conversation to
obtain the details. This is a highly effective way to have a discussion and increase relations.

Model Respectful Behaviours
4. Be calm.

Becoming upset and lashing out at another person isn't the best way to get someone to communicate.
Someone who is calm is seen as being in control, centered and more respectable. When an irate person
sees that the other person is calm despite whatever they are doing, they will likely notice and also begin
to calm down. Asking for some time to respond when confronted with an angry individual can also help.
Hear them out and let them know that a response will be forthcoming once there has been some time to
�lect on it. Waiting before responding is also an important strategy to ensure a response is based on
fact and not emotion.

5. Speak Low.
People often feel defensive in di �icult situations and will often talk at an elevated level and in an
accusatory nature. It is quite common for the person on the receiving end of this conversation to become
nervous. When one becomes nervous, coherent sentences are often lost and a person’s voice can become
shaky and lack con�idence. With the lowered volume, the shakiness in the voice will become less obvious.
In addition, the decreased volume forces the other party to focus more closely on what is being said.
Instead of focusing on their own needs or concerns, the upset person must channel additional energy to
listen to what the other person is saying. Furthermore, they will likely start noticing how loud they are
speaking and how this will not b
�it the conversation.

6. Establish Authority.

Another way to present c �idence and authority in a dif�icult situation is to look the person directly in
the eye. By looking the person in the eye, it shows that a person is interested in what the other is saying. It
signals that they are concerned about the situation and are actively listening to acquire all of the
information. Additionally, they are showing respect to the other person by giving them their undivided
attention. Looking a person directly in the eye gives an air of self-c �idence and self-assurance. This
perception can help diffuse a dif�icult situation. By displaying self-con�idence, a person can turn a
lopsided conversation into one of equal cohorts who have a mutual objective.
lopsided conversation into one of equal cohorts who have a mutual objective.

Resolve Con�lict and Prevent Harassment
7. Seek Understanding.

Even when it may seem that the person is just out to get another person, there is always some underlying
reason that is motivating them to act this way. Rarely is this motivation apparent. Taking the opportunity
to identify the person's trigger will help give purpose or reasoning to their behaviour: What is making
them act in this manner? How can you help to meet their needs and resolve the situation?

8. Own It.

Everyone makes mistakes. People have many responsibilities and there are many opportunities to error.
When a person brings an error to light, the appropriate procedure is to be gracious and accepting of the
information. If the person is taking the time to bring attention to the matter, the other person should be
willing to put in the time to investigate. By acknowledging the possibility of an error and looking into it,
the person feels that the other person cares enough to do the right thing. People are not infallible; they
make mistakes and must own up to those mistakes.

9. Ask for Help.

In all likelihood, colleagues, administrators and friends have experienced similar situations in some way
or another to that of someone dealing with a bad situation. They will often be able to see things from a
different angle and offer a different take on the situation. Seeking out these people, sharing stories and
asking for help can often be enough support to make amends and move on from the situation. If talking to
Labour relations or legal advice.
others about a dif�icult situation, be sure not to promote hatred, undermine others, disregard others’ right

Build and Maintain Healthy Relationships
10. Build Trust.

To build trust, a person needs to make efforts to connect. People want to hear the good things that are
going on around them, not only the bad. Sending a quick note or making a call can demonstrate interest in
a child or their family. A quick email or call saying that a student did a great job on something or
performed a random act of kindness can go a long way in building rapport with families. It shows that the
teachers is looking at all the good things a child does and not strictly focus on the bad; these quick little
notes lead to a positive perception. Parents recognize that school staff are there to support their child and
in turn they build trust in them as an important person in their child’s life.

11. Reach out.

Reaching out to the community and getting involved can build the school-community relationship. This is
a win-win-win situation: students win as they see positive interactions between their school and home
lives; the community wins as they see the school re�lect their culture and community; and the school wins
as the community may look more favorably on the needs of the school. After all, the school is willing to
help the community, so the community should in turn help the school.

12. Welcome the Community.

Parents, families, Elders and community members should feel welcomed in the school. Dedicating a space
within the school for the community and equipping it with a multitude of resources can make a huge
difference for a school in terms of building a strong school-community relationship. Creating an inviting
place that re�lects the community, with cultural artifacts, comfortable chairs, and computer access is ideal.
Resources for parents and families can be available. Past student projects can be placed on display. Future
projects can be listed with sign-up sheets for volunteers. Welcoming the community into a school makes
the school a less intimidating place for parents, families, Elders and community members.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON VAPING

What Parents Need to Know
What Exactly is Vaping?

Isn’t the Vapour Being Inhaled Just Smoke or Steam?
ti
ti
ti

What Are the Risks of Vaping for Young People?
• There are health risks linked to the chemicals found in vape
products and long-term effects of vaping are still unknown
ti

What Should You or Your Family Member do if They
are Vaping?

ti
everyone try their very best

• Youth vaping may lead to tobacco use
ti

ti
vaping products and cannot

• Vaping liquid can be toxic
be poisonous to a young child if ingested and can be toxic if
• The device itself can be harmful

ti

Need Help Quitting?

ti

What Can Parents and Caregivers Do?

ti

• Start a conversation

ti
ti
ti

ti
• Be a positive role model
• Don’t buy or give vapour or tobacco products to minors
• Store vaping products safely
ti

What is the Government of the NWT Doing About
all This?
ti
ti
ti

What About People Who Already Smoke? Isn’t
Vaping Better for You?

ti

ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
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